The FASTBUS System Manager software that was designed and implemented on an LSI-ll system using PASCAL is described.
Introduction
FASTBUS systems can involve multiple processors operating in parallel on interconnected segments.8 FASTBUS architecture allows the efficient configuration and operation of such large parallel systems. However, powerful software is required to assist the experimenter in configuring, initializing, controlling, and maintaining these systems.
For example, modules that are programmed via downloading must be given the addresses of all those other modules that they talk to. But these addresses themselves change as the system evolves.
Furthermore, each Segment Interconnect has a table of address groups for each direction of transfer through it. These tables must be initialized properly for the system to allow any coherent intersegment communication.
The FASTBUS SYSTEM MANAGER is a software system written in transportable UCSD PASCAL II.0 for the purpose of helping the experimenter manage large, complex systems. 1, 7 It has a data base that describes the overall configuration and pertinent details about each module.
It includes a data base editor with an English-like command language. Alternatively, a maintenance procedure might be required which involves a health hazard unless some part of the system is momentarily 'paused.
RECONFIGURATION
In a very large system one might want the flexibility to move interchangeable components around without requiring a whole new sysgen.
The problem here is the meaning of the term 'interchangeable.'
For example, can a large memory card be plugged in in place of a failing small memory? Does anything in the data base have to be updated? Do any of the modules that talk to the memory have to have their algorithms adjusted? And so on. Again these things are not the sort of problems one encounters in a running experiment, rather they crop up when the experiment is being installed and brought on line.
ERROR RECOVERY might inform the system management software in expectation of some kind of intelligent diagnostic action.
All extremes are imaginable, ranging from a report of a failing memory module detected by too many parity errors to a request that the system dynamically reroute itself around one particular segment that is suffering from a traffic overload.
Then there is always the usual startup maintenance and running maintenance tasks that require test procedures to be run on system components. If nothing else, one might wish to log errors somewhere for adjustment of experimental results even when no automatic recovery can be performed.
These are some of the major tasks one would hope to be anticipated in the design of an on-line FASTBUS management system.
The FASTBUS SYSTEM MANAGER
In 1980 the committment was made to develop a prototype of this kind of software system. The purpose of the prototype would be primarily to serve as an existence proof for some of the routing algorithms required by FASTBUS.
However, secondary purposes included gaining experience with different ways of partitioning and structuring the data base required to serve all of the above tasks.
PASCAL had been chosen as the unofficial 'publication language' of the FASTBUS Software Working Group.
That plus the availability of UCSD PASCAL for LSI-ll's and familiarity with it made it a natural choice for a pilot prototype.
It had the added advantage of being a transportable system requiring minimal hardware support. Thus, it was thought that others might be able to transport the software to other environments for further prototype development.
If a system has many intelligent modules, these
The FASTBUS SI might be capable of some self-test or of subsystem herein was writte monitoring and testing.
If The primary overlay provides global procedures and common data structures for all the secondary overlays of which there are four.
The data base EDITOR overlay provides a simple means of making changes to the data base that is TTY compatible.
It can accept interactive commands or input can be directed to it from one or more files that were prepared with some other editor.
Likewise, its output can be sent to the terminal or it can be sent to a log file so that the user has a record of what has been done to the data base.
The ROUTER overlay takes the latest data base information and 1) makes address space assignments, 2) generates compacted route maps, 3) makes a broadcast tree, and 4) generates several optional listings.
The LOADER overlay performs a simulation of the deadstart process. At the time the code was written no SI hardware was available to make the actual device drivers needed to do a real system initialization.
Also additional work is needed to design a universal load module format. This is desirable so that one loader overlay or program can initialize any kind of device using a device independent representation of the sequence of operations needed to load or otherwise initialize it.
The fourth and final overlay is an optional site-specific utility overlay. At SLAC this overlay contains utilities for uploading and downloading files to and from WYLBUR, for emulating a terminal on WYLBUR, and for making listings on a small local printer.
Data Base
Not counting listing files and editor input files, the data base logically consists of four major files: 1) The NETWORK file, 2) the NAME file, 3) the ROUTE MAP file, and 4) the LINKAGE file.
The network file, NET, contains all the system interconnection information and everything needed by the routing algorithms (Fig. 2) Figure 2 sides (each side of the SI is in a list of SI's for the segment it is plugged into), pointers to the route map tables in the MAP file for the two sides of the SI, and a pointer to the next SI in the chain of SI's which all have the same size of group field.
A module variant contains an optional address (relative to the segment address) and address space allocation, a segment number, a slot, a pointer to the next module on that segment, and a code number for an initialization routine.
All of the above variants contain a common area that holds a search heuristic. This consists of the first, middle, and last characters of the object-s full name and the length of the name.
When an object is referred to by name during editing, it is this template that is used to match against. Once a match is found the object's full name is retrieved from the NAME file to confirm the match.
This was done so that little paging would be required for NAME file records which are large.
More will be said about paging below. If not there, it looks for a free cache slot to put it into. If none, it pages out the oldest record in the cache using a LRU algorithm (assuming the oldest record is flagged as having been dirtied). Then the record being referenced is paged into that free cache slot, and the slot number is returned. The code making the reference has to be written to indirectly reference file records through the cache array using record numbers that are converted by the cache management funtions. The other requirement is that the referencing code must flag the pages that it will dirty when it references them by using a negative record number.
The result of this approach is to make record access expressions slightly more cumbersome to read while eliminating the need for the program code to optimize its disk accesses with some kind of buffering. Without this simplification the code could never have been written in such a short time frame.
ROUTER
The task of the router is to find the shortest reversible unique route between every possible pair of segments. This is done so that every segment can send messages to every other and vice versa. When two routes are available that are of equal length, the router chooses the one which has the largest minimum size SI along the path, ie., the smallest window. The reason for using the smallest window is that when systems contain more than one size of SI, In this system it is proposed to integrate the System Management data base with the experimental data base in a unified system, perhaps using a commercial product.
Summary
The FASTBUS SYSTEM MANAGER software has been described up to its current state.
While it only begins to tackle the larger tasks of system management, it has demonstrated that they fall within reach of even modest computational environments.
